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Abstract--This paper deals with the adapted Milstein method for solving linear stochastic delay 
differential equations. It is proved that the numerical method is mean-square (MS) stable under 
suitable conditions. The obtained result shows that the method preserves the stability property of 
a class of linear constant-coefficient problems. This is also verified by several numerical examples. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Stochastic delay differential equations (SDDE) can be viewed as generalizations of both determin- 
istic delay differential equations (DDE) and stochastic ordinary differential equations (SODE). In 
many scientific fields, such as finance, biology, mechanics, and ecology, SDDE are often used to 
model the corresponding systems. In recent years, there has been growing interesting in study- 
ing such equations. For the research in theoretical solutions of SDDE, one can refer to Mao's 
monograph [1] and the references therein. 
Usually, the solution of a SODE can be obtained as a Markov process [1, Ch. 2]. Unfortunately, 
it is difficult to get an explicit solution of a SDDE since the models described by SDDEs depend 
not only on the present but also the history and hence, their solutions cannot be considered as 
Markovian. Moreover, the presence of a delay term could change a system's dynamic properties 
such as stability, oscillation, bifurcation, chaos, etc. Therefore, there are many differences between 
the two kinds of equations. Up to now, the research for SDDE is far fl'om complete because of 
the complexities originating from both noise and delay. In view of the above causes, it becomes 
important to construct numerical methods to solve SDDE. 
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In the last several decades, the research in the computational implementation and theoretical 
analysis of numerical methods for SODE has made a lot of advances. A systematic introduction 
to the early relevant results has been provided by Kloeden and Platen [2]. Moreover, a survey for 
such topic can also refer to the paper [3]. In these contribution, they are particularly remarkable 
to mention that Burrage, Burrage et al. (see e.g., [4,5]) used the tree theory to develop stochastic 
Runge-kutta methods, and Saito and Mitsui [6,7] and Zhu et al. [8] dealt with linear stability of 
stochastic numerical methods. 
For the investigation in numerical treatments of SDDE, up to now, only few results have been 
presented. Baker and Buckwar [9] and Buckwar [10] studied convergence of explicit one-step 
methods for SDDE. Kiichler and Platen [11] proposed the adapted low order Taylor methods 
for SDDEs. Cao, Liu and Fan derived some stability properties of Euler-Maruyama method and 
semi-Euler method for linear SDDEs in papers [12,13], respectively. We note that no result has 
been found in the references that involve stability of Milstein method for SDDE. Hence, the 
presented paper will focus on such topic. 
2. THE SDDE OF  ITO TYPE  AND THEIR  MILSTE IN  METHOD 
Let (Q, A, P) be a complete probability space with a filtration (At)t~o, which is right-contin- 
uous and satisfies that each At (t >_ 0) contains all P-null sets in A. 
Consider the linear scalar SDDEs of It5 type, 
dX (t) = lax (t) + bX ( t -  ~-)] dt + [cX (t) + dX ( t -  T)] dW (t) , t >_ O, 
(2.1) 
x (t) = ~ (t), t ~ [-~, 01, 
where a, b, c,d C R, 7 > 0 is a constant delay, W(t) is an one-dimensional standard Wiener 
process, At-adapted and independent of A0, and ~b(t) is a C([--T, 0];R)-value initial segment 
with E[II~II 2] < oc, where II~bll = sup_T_<t<0 I~(t)l. 
In the following, we will focus on stability analysis of equations (2.1). A connection between 
analytical stability and numerical stability will be set up in next section. Here, we first mention 
an analytical stability result, which can be found in [13]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (See [11].) Suppose that the condition, 
a < --Ibl (Icl + Idl) 2 (2.2) 
2 
holds. Then, the solution of system (2.1) is mean square stable, i.e., 
lim E [IX (012] = 0. (2.3) 
For general nonlinear mutidelay systems, 
d 
dX( t )=b(° ) ( t ,X ( t ) ,X ( t - - c ) )d t+~-~b( J ) ( t ,X ( t ) ,X ( t - r ) )dW(Y) ( t ) ,  t>_O, (2.4) 
j= l  
x ( t )=~ (t), tc  [-~-, o], 
Kiichler and Platen presented the so-called order 1 strong Taylor approximation formula (see [11]). 
Applying the formula to the linear one-delay system (2.1) yields 
Xn+~ = X,~ + h(aX,~ + bX~_m) + (cX, + dXn_m)AWn 
(2.s) 
+c(cXn + dX .. . . .  )I1 + d(cXn-m + dXn-2m)[z, 
where h > 0 is a stepsize with w = rnh, in which m is a positive integer, tn = nh, and Xn is 
an approximation to X(t,~). In particular, X ,  = ¢(tn) when t ,  < 0. Moreover, the increment 
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/~V~,~ = W(t,~+l) - W( t~)  is an N(0, h)-distributed Gaussian random variable, and 11 and I2 
denote the two double integrals defined, respectively, by 
and 
t~,+~ ~ [(AW~) 2 -  hi 
[1= f /,, dW (t) dW (s) = 
Jt~ 2 
f tn+l / i  I~ = dW (t - , )  dW (s ) .  J t n 
We will refer to the numerical scheme (2.5) as Milstein method since the scheme is just Milstein 
method when applied to a system without delay. The convergence order of method (2.5) can be 
derived by Theorem 10.2 in [11]. Where, Kfiehler and Platen proved that the order 1 strong 
Taylor approximation formula converges strongly with order 1 whenever the coefficients b(J) (j = 
0, 1, . . . ,  d) of system (2.4) are homogeneous and satisfy both the generalized Lipschitz condition 
and the generalized growth condition. A simple check shows that the Milstein method (2.5) 
satisfies these conditions and hence, is strongly convergent of order 1. 
3. MEAN-SQUARE STABIL ITY  OF  THE METHOD 
This section will involve the MS-stability of scheme (2.5). In order to present our main result, 
the following lemma will be key to the proof. 
LEMMA 3.1. The double integrals I1 and 12 have the same expectation and variation and satisfy 
h 2 
E [±11 = E [I~] = o, E [±~] = E [±~] -- 2 '  E [I,±~1 = 0. (a.1) 
PROOF. The equalities E[I1] = E[I2] = 0 can be proved by the properties of local martingales, 
and the proving detail is suggested to see that of Lemma 5.7.1 in [2]. Furthermore, it follows 
from the properties of It5 stochastic integral that 
z [z~] = E dW (t - ~) dW (s) 
[tn+l [ ( / s  )21 
= E dW (t - r) ds 
J t~ n 
t.+l d (t r) ds 
f ' " *~ (s t~) ds J t,~ 
h 2 
2 
and 
E [11/2] = E dW (t) dW (s) dW (t - T) dW (s) 
L t~ d t,, 
[t~+1 [/,i / s  ] 
E dW (t) dW (t - ~) ds 
[ tn+i = E[ (W (s) - W (a)) (W (s - T) - W (a -  w))] ds 
d tn 
~0.  
Also, by 11 = [ (AWn)  2 - h]/2, one can drive directly that E[I~] = h2/2. 
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DEFINITION 3.2. A numerical method is said to be mean-square stable if, under condition (2.2), 
there exists a ho(a, b, c, fl) > 0 such that the application of the method to system (2.1) generates 
numerical approximation Xn, which satisfies 
lira E [(X,~) 2] = 0, (3.2) 
n- -+~ k 3 
for all h C (0, ho(a, b, c, d)). 
Now, we present he main result of the paper as follows. 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume the condition (2.2) is satisfied. Then, the Milstein method (2.5) is MS- 
stable. 
PROOF. By rearranging the right-hand side of (2.5), we have 
X,~+x = (1 + ah + cAl/V,,)Xn + (bh + dAWn)X,~-m 
+ c(cX,~ + dXn-m)I1 + d(cXn_.~ + dXn-2m)I2. 
Squaring both sides of the above equality, yields 
Xn+12 = (1 + ah + cAWn)2X~ + (bh + dAVV:n)2X2n_m 
+c2(cX,~ + dX._m)2I 2+ d2(cXn_m + dXn-2m)2I~ 
+2(1 + ah + cAl~g,~)(bh + dAWn)X.X~_,~ 
+2c(1 + ah + cAW~)(cXn + dX,~_.~)XnI1 
+2d(1 + ah + cAW,~)(cX .. . . .  + dX,~_2m)XnI2 
+2c(bh + dAW.)(cXn + dXn_m)X . . . .  I1 
+2d(bh + dAW.) (cX . . . .  + dX,~_2.~)Xn-mI2 
+2ed(cX,~ + dXn_m)(cX . . . .  + dXn_2.0IlI2, 
It follows from 2xy <_ x 2 + yZ (Vx, y E N), that 
X,~+I < (1 + ah + + + 
+e2[(c 2 + Icdl)X~ + (d 2 + Icdl)X~_.,]I~ 
+d2[(c 2+ led[)X~_~ + (d 2 + Icdl)X~_2.dI~ 
2 +ll  + ahllblh(X~ +X~_m)+ IcdiAW~(X~ + X. -m)  
+2[(1 + ah)d + bch]AW,~X,~X,~_m 
(3.3) 
+2e0 + ~h + cAW~O(eX. + dX . . . . .  )X~h 
+2d(1 + a]~ + cAWn)(eXn-m + dXn_2m)XnI2 
+2c(bh + dAl/V,~)(cXn + dXn_~)X._mI1 
+2d(bh + dAWn)(cX~-m + dX.~_2.~)Xn-mI2 
+2cd(cX,~ + dXn_.O(cX .. . . .  + dXn-2..)IxI2. 
Note that E[AW~] = O, E[AW~] = h, and any two of AWm I1, and /2 are independent. Fur- 
thermore, X,~, Xn_.¢ and X,~-z., are all At,cmeasurable. Hence, 
E [AW,~XnX~_. d = E [X.X . . . .  E(AV¢~ I At,,)] = 0, 
Similarly, it can be derived that 
h 2 E [~,~x~] : ys  [x:], j • { ,~, . -  ~},  
and 
Z. Wang and C. Zhang 
h e 
E [I~X~] = --¢E [X~] , 
E it i2 j~ [<  x . . . . .  nw~ I1] : o, 
kE {n-m,n-2m} 
il, i2 C {0, 1,2}, J l  E {0, 1}. 
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With a recursive calculation and Lemma 3.1, we obtain 
E IX ilVi2 ~ia Al~l/'JlrJ2r ] "~n-rn'~'n-2m~"n 1 12j = 0, 
where it,i2 E {0,1,2}; i3,jl,j2 C {0, 1}, and j l  +J2 _< 1. 
Letting Y~ = E[X~] and taking expectation on both sides of inequality (3.3). Then, it holds 
that 
Yn+l <_ A(a, b, c, d, h)Y,~ + B(a, b, c, d, h)E~-m + C(a, b, c, d, h)Y,~-2m, 
~vhere 
h 2 
A (a, b, c, d, h) = (1 +a[t) 2+ c2h 4- 11 + ah[ [b I h 4- Icdl h + Tc  2 @2 + icdb), 
B(a,b,c,d,h)=b2h2 +d2h+l l  +ahl lb lh+[cd]h+vcZ(d2 +lcdl) + d2(c2 +lcdl ) , 
c (a, b, c, d, h) =~d e (d 2 + Icdl) • 
This implies that 
Yn+l <- [A(a, b, c, d, h) 4- B(a, b, c, d, h) 4- C(a, b, c, d, h)] max{Yn, Y~_,~, Y~-2,~}. 
By the above inequality we conclude that Y,~ ~ 0(n ~ oc) if 
A(a,b,c,d,h) + B(a,b,c,d,h) +C(a,b,c,d,h) < 1, 
that is, 
h 2 
(1 + ah) ~ + b~h 2 + (~ + d 2 + 2 Icdl) h + 211 + ah[ ]b Ih 4- V @2 4- d e) (ic[ 4- [all)2 < 1. (3.4) 
Write 
V, c, d) = - 4-  lbl + (Icl + 
1 
(ta] 4- Ib]) 2 + ~ (£  + d 2) (]c I + Idl) 2 
and 
h2(a,b,c,d) = min la~, (a Jibl)---~T2 -1(c ; ; - -~  i i~  +ldl) 2 " 
It follows from condition (2.2) that 
hl(a,b,c,d)>O, h2(a,b,c,d)>O. 
If h c (0, hi (a, b, c, d)), then we have 
(la[ + Ibl) 2 + ~ (£  + d 2) (Icl + Idl) 2 h e + [2a + 2 Ibl + (Icl + Idl) 2] h < 0, 
which implies that inequality (3.4) holds. 
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If h E (0, h2(a, b, c, d)), then 
1 + ah > 0 and [ 1 1 (a + Ibl) ~ + ~ (~2 + d 2) (l~l + Idl) 2 h 2 + [2a + 2 Ibl + (l~l + Idl) ~] h < 0, 
which implies that inequality (3.4) still holds. 
Let 
h0 (a, b, c, d) = max {hi (a, b, c, d),  h2 (a, b, c, d)}. (3.5) 
Then, we can conclude that inequality (3.4) holds whenever h C (0, ho(a, b, c, d)). This completes 
proof. | 
Theorem 3.3 shows that the numerical method (2.5) preserves the stabi l i ty property of the 
systems (2.1) since both are MS-stable under the same condition (2.2). Moreover, consideration 
of the case 1 + ah > 0 in the proof is necessary since it may lead a wider range of stable stepsize 
values. The example in the next section is just such a case. 
4.  NUMERICAL  ILLUSTRATION 
Consider the linear stochastic system, 
dX(t)  = [ -8X(t )  + 4X(t  - 1)]dt + [X(t) + X( t  - 1)]dW(t), 
~(t )  = t + 1, 
t>O,  
(4.1) 
tC  [--1, 0]. 
According to the theory of linear SDDEs (of., [1]), the solution on [0, 1] can be given by 
( /0 // ) xtt)=~,o ¢(o)+3 ~2~sd~+ ~:ldW(~) , 
where 
( 17 ~o t dW )) ~t,0 = exp -2 t  + (s . 
To obtain the explicit solution on the second interval [1,2], we can take the solution (4.2) on [0, 1] 
as an new initial function. In same way, step by step, we can obtain the explicit solutions on the 
subsequent intervals. It is easy to verify that system (4.1) satisfies condition (2.2) and hence is 
MS-stable by Proposit ion 2.1. Moreover, it follows from (3.5) that  h0( -8 ,  4, 1, 1) = 1/8. Thus, 
when a method of form (2.5) with stepsize h : 0 < h < 1/8 is used to solve the above system, 
the corresponding numerical solution is also MS-stable by Theorem 3.3. 
With the numerical tests, we can intuitively see the stepsizes' influence on stabi l i ty of the 
method. Using Milstein method and taking stepsizes h = 1/27 , h = 1/26 , h -- 1/25 , and 
h = 1/24, respectively, we obtain four groups of numerical solutions of equation (4.1) on interval 
[0, 15], which displayed in Figure 1. Where the average of 100 block samples have been taken. The 
numerical tests show that the numerical method for system (4.1) is stable for h ¢ (0, 1/8). Note 
that the figures look alike only in vision, but the corresponding solutions still have some slight 
differences in precision. For exhibiting these differences, in Table 1, we give the expectations 
:= E([x(tg) - XNI ) of absolute errors of numerical solutions at endpoint N = 15. 
Table 1. The expectations ¢ of absolute rrors of numerical solutions at endpoint 
t N = 15. 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 7 2 6 2 5 2 4 2 3 
1.8372e -- 007 1.5328e -- 006 4.8796e -- 006 1.5735e -- 005 8.9781e -- 005 
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Figure 1. Numerical simulation with stepsizes h = 1/27, 1/26, 1/25, 1/24. 
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h=1/22 
Figure 2. Numerical simulation with stepsizes h = 1/23, 1/22. 
15 
One maybe wish to know how about  stabi l i ty of the numerical  methods when stepsizes are 
out of the stabi l i ty range (0, 1/8). Here, we make an insight into the problem. Taking stepsizes 
h = 1/2 3, 1/2 2, respectively, and applying Milstein method to equat ion (4.1) on interval [0,15], 
the two groups of numerical  solutions can be obtained and the solution curves are plotted in 
Figure 2. 
From the figures, we can see that  the solution curve with the critical stepsize h = 1/2 3 still 
keeps stable. Moreover, its error is also acceptable (see Table 1). This  implies that  the stabi l i ty 
bound we obtained is maybe not optimal. At present, to obta in  the opt imal  stabi l i ty bound is 
difficult, but  we wish to work on it later. As to the solut ion curve with stepsize h = 1/2 2, a high- 
frequency oscil lation occurs when variable t is sufficiently large. This shows that  the solution with 
stepsize h = 1/2 2 is unstable. The instabi l i ty leads to distort ion of the numerical  solutions and 
produces a large error at the interval endpoint  N = 15, where E(Ix(tN) --XNI) = 3.5161e + 004. 
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